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Whether ready or not, the mobile

many functions as possible.

network as we’re moving forward

is

While complex, the market has

on it, we’re virtualizing it, but

moving towards a world of fewer

made significant progress in this

we’re significantly reducing the

parts and more code. This move is be-

move, with some operators already

opex and the capex that it takes

ing conducted under the guise of vir-

rolling out new services running on

to run that network,” de la Vega

tualization technologies, led in the

these virtualized platforms. Most of

said during an investor conference

telecom space by software-defined

these deployments have been some-

earlier this year. “But the beauti-

networking, network functions vir-

what siloed in terms of their reach

ful thing about it, from a market-

tualization and cloud platforms.

across the network or in serving

ing point of view, is the services

This move is seeing telecom op-

specific market segments, but these

that ride on top of this new archi-

erators steering away from the

operators are already seeing the fi-

tecture. Not only do they cost less

deployment

nancial fruits of that labor.

capex and less opex, but they gen-

telecommunications

of

industry

hardware-based

platforms to support the launch of

AT&T Business Solutions CEO

erate more revenue. Because now

new services and towards software-

Ralph de la Vega recently noted

the software cycles to turn up the

based solutions designed to run

the carrier’s aggressive SDN and

services are almost instantaneous.

over common off-the-shelf hard-

NFV plans have allowed it to

… We made good profit on the old

ware. Telecom operators are going

reduce the capital expense and

services, but that’s on old technol-

through a complete re-think of how

operating expense needed to run

ogy. The new technology gives us a

they architect their networks in an

its operations.

chance to operate our network bet-

attempt to get a handle on the ex-

“When you put something in our

ter to make better margins and at

plosive demand for data services,
while also preparing to handle expected demand from the “internet
of things” and the eventual migration to “5G” technologies.
This is not an easy transition, or
is it expected to become easier the
deeper carriers move. Most operaSource: AT&T

tors have for decades refined their
operations around hardware-based
infrastructure and are now looking to completely upend that model
through the use of software for as
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Ralph de la Vega, Business Solutions CEO, AT&T.
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the same time give our customers

market,

hardware,

A more bold, and perhaps more

a better deal, because everybody’s

software and services, will surge

encompassing, report came from

costs are lower, when you imple-

from $2.7 billion in 2015, to $15.5

Technology

ment the new architecture.”

billion by 2020. The prediction noted

which predicts the NFV and SDN

Through all of this, network ser-

NFV software would comprise 80%

markets are expected to hit $158

vice assurance remains a top prior-

of the $15.5 billion total, “or around

billion by 2021, boosted by early

ity for telecom operators, though

$4 out of every $5 spent on NFV.”

adopters such as AT&T beginning

including

Business

Research,

to ramp investments into the NFV

views on what those assurance

In addition, the firm claims 11%

levels need to be in a virtualized

of NFV revenue would come from

environment remain in flux. Wire-

new software and services; 16%

“A growing group of tier-one oper-

less carriers are likely to avoid vir-

from NFV infrastructure, which

ators is leading the charge in imple-

tualizing aspects of their network

includes

and

menting NFV and SDN. This group

and services – like voice-over-LTE

switches purchased in place of

is driving a significant amount of

and voice over Wi-Fi services ex-

purpose-built network hardware;

development in the NFV and SDN

pected to match performance of

and 73% from existing marketing

ecosystem and is pushing the ven-

legacy systems – if they are not

segments, primarily from virtual-

dor community to rapidly adapt to

confident their virtualized ver-

ization network functions.

this new architectural approach to

servers,

storage

and SDN ecosystems.

sions are up to snuff.
This report will look at some of the

Service providers globally will spend over $1.5B
in 2020 to deploy vCPE use case services

challenges telecom operators and
vendors are facing in terms of up-

$1.8

virtualized environments to support
telecom-specific services; how the
view on what is needed in terms of
assurance is changing due to virtualization; and provide an update on
the development of assurance strategies from carriers and vendors.

Global Revenue (US$ Billions)

dating their assurance platforms in

$1.6
$1.4
$1.2
$1.0
$0.8
$0.6
$0.4
$0.2

The investment is huge
A recent report from IHS Markit
predicts the service provider NFV
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networks,” explained Chris Ant-

network functions virtualization.

network functions will not deliver

litz, telecom senior analyst at TBR.

The survey, which was conducted

the quality of service available

“NFV- and SDN-related spend vol-

for OPNFV by Heavy Reading and

from

ume is forecast to ramp up in 2017,

released at the recent OPNFV Sum-

networks,” said Ultan Kelly, product

at which time use cases will be

mit, noted 6% of the more than 90

director at Cobham Wireless.

more defined and the cost benefits

telecom operators questioned did

Obviously, expectations are high

of using NFV and SDN will be more

not have an NFV strategy planned

in terms of the telecom and mobile

apparent. This will prompt holdout

at all, down from 14% last September.

telecom space moving into the soft-

operators to jump on the bandwag-

However, these investment and

ware-centric world using NFV and

existing

hardware-centric

on and aggressively pursue trans-

deployment

be

SDN technology. But, that doesn’t

formation with these technologies

stymied if operators are unable to

mean there aren’t significant chal-

to avoid being left behind.”

tackle issues surrounding service

lenges still needing to be tackled,

assurance.

with service assurance seen as one

A recent survey released by the

predictions

can

of those hurdles.

Linux Foundation’s Open Platform

“Without sufficient NFV valida-

for NFV Project, found an increas-

tion the significant investment be-

“Nobody really has the same ap-

ingly small percentage of telecom

ing made by operators will be at

proach at this point,” explained

operators have not yet planned for

risk and the evolution to virtualized

Bala Thekkedath, director of NFV

Total NFV/SDN spend by segment
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If You Can’t Assure It in Agile Way,
You Can’t Virtualize It
So how can services that are
created in a dynamic environment
can be assured on delivery?

By proper integration of service
assurance tools with network and
service orchestration

Test Orchestration
and 3D Analytics
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Hewlett-Packard

at AT&T Labs. “From a black box

in a cloud world, however,” Rice

Enterprise. “Some are leading and

point of view, you are just looking at

said. “No. 1 is that there is no such

others are following.”

black boxes.”

think as a pure cloud world. Every-

marketing

at

AT&T is seen by many as one of

thing is old and new world. It’s all

the telecom leaders in terms of its

brownfield and that brings some

migration to a software-controlled

challenges. … Reliability is an ex-

operators have come to an under-

future.

an-

ample. In the old world you would

standing on how service assurance

nounced plans to control 75% of its

have special gear and boxes you

worked in the real world of hard-

network resources using virtualiza-

would buy and implement. There

ware-based network operations.

tion technologies by 2020, and that

was a lot of proprietary elements,

Sure, some of the processes in

at the end of 2015 the carrier had

but allowed for what I would call

place would seem a bit arcane for

reached 5.7% control, which was

an atomic level of resiliency. In the

platforms designed to transport

ahead of its 5% target.

virtual world you can get the same

Carrier concerns
While far from perfect, mobile

AT&T

in

late

2014

or better level of resiliency with a

high-tech services, but at least car-

Krish Prabhu, CTO and president

riers – and more importantly their

of AT&T Labs, recently explained

engineers – have had a lot of time

the carrier’s network “typically has

In looking to help bridge those

to work through kinks and under-

about 250 distinct network func-

worlds, Rice explained AT&T’s re-

stand those processes.

tions. So when we say 5% or 6% of the

cently launched enhanced control,

But, as operators begin moving

network has been virtualized, we’re

orchestration,

network control over to virtual-

essentially saying that any new net-

policy project as a move in that di-

ized platforms, the game changes

work function that’s deployed in the

rection. AT&T said it launched the

as “real” tools are set to be re-

network in that cluster of virtual-

ECOMP project due to a lack of guid-

placed with virtual code. Of even

ized network functions is deployed

ance for NFV and SDN deployments

more concern for operators is the

as a software element running on

in a wide area network environ-

near-term need to support both

cloud infrastructure as opposed to

ment. ECOMP is said to provide au-

real and virtualized hybrid de-

buying up the shelf hardware.”

tomation support for service deliv-

ployments that many think will

In making the adjustment of deal-

combination of things.”

management

and

ery, service assurance, performance

ing with service assurance in a

management,

hardware world as compared with

and SDN tasks. The platform is also

direction

dealing with service assurance in

designed to work with OpenStack,

works just as well in the new

a virtualized world, Rice noted the

though the company has noted it

world as the old world,” said Chris

difference was not cut and dry.

was extensible to other cloud and

be around for up to a decade.
“The good news is that service
quality

management

Rice, VP of advanced technology

“There are a couple of differences

fault

management

compute environments.
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That lack of guidance from ven-

with managed services. The move

in place to tackle the issues are

dors was a common theme among

towards virtualization is really not

still a challenge.”

telecom operators, who are in the

that much different today.”

position of driving the virtualiza-

Analyst are also cognizant of

As an example of operators recognizing the importance of the

tion movement instead of legacy

the

carriers,

open source community, AT&T

models where vendors were always

especially as it concerns service

recently said it was set to move

moving to roll out new technologies.

assurance issues in what those op-

its ECOMP program to developers

Verizon Communications, which

erators are looking to deploy in a

interested in building upon the al-

as of late has become more vocal

multivendor environment. Much

ready established software code.

in terms of the progress it’s mak-

of this is looking to be surmounted

AT&T said it is working with the

ing with virtualized platforms,

using the open source community,

Linux Foundation on the struc-

noted it’s definitely a different

but even that has its issues.

ture of the open source release.

challenges

facing

position in terms of comfort level

“If you looks at a basic OpenStack

“This is a big decision and getting

for the carrier, but said the carrier

software model, there needs to be

it right is crucial,” said John Dono-

was becoming more confident in

some hardening to support carri-

van, chief strategy officer and

the transition.

ers in terms of service assurance,

group president for technology

“No one is completely comfortable

and that seems to be pretty clear,”

and operations at AT&T. “We want

yet with virtualization, but it’s OK

said Greg Collins, founder of Exact

to build a community – where

that it’s an uncomfortable world,”

Ventures. “Just getting the scripts

people contribute to the code base

said Victoria Lonker, director of
product management for MPLS,
SDN and Mobile Private Network at
Verizon Communications. “We have
made sure we could service chain
multiple vendor deployments together so they could work, which
took some work because some vendors said their design would work
Source: AT&T

in an open environment, but they
didn’t work as planned once deployed. … We also have that challenge today with physical devices,
but have been able to leverage that
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AT&T is seen as a market leader in terms of its move towards virtualizing network resources.
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and advance the platform. And,

new world of virtualization. Ven-

“The historical providers and

we want this to help align the

dors that deal in service assurance

suppliers know our network best,”

global industry. We’ve engaged

are also having to come to grips

Prabhu said. “They know how

a third-party company to be the

with new business models and col-

we use their products. So from a

integrator and provide support in

laboration efforts that many with

functionality standpoint or usage

the industry for the ECOMP plat-

a history in the telecom space have

standpoint, they certainly have

form. And we’ve received positive

never had to deal with.

more information than a new ven-

“I think initially there was some

dor coming in, but if they decide to

reluctance, some skepticism about

stick to their existing business and

In touting the platform, AT&T

what can be done in this new archi-

they don’t move fast, then you run

said ECOMP is “mature, feature-

tecture,” noted Prabhu. “Also part

the risk of losing the business to a

complete and tested in real-world

of the challenge for the vendors

new vendor because the new ven-

deployments. And, we believe it

was, it certainly upset their busi-

dor would be motivated, has lower

will mature SDN and become the

ness model because since they’re

entry barriers to get us the soft-

industry standard. Releasing this

buying boxes, we’re now going to

ware we’re looking for and we’ve

software into open source levels

buy just software and we would buy

seen that. … So we call them dis-

the worldwide playing field for

it in small chunks rather than big

rupters and we have several dis-

everyone. Most importantly, we

chunks. And we’ve also been very

rupters that have shown up in our

believe this will rapidly accelerate

vocal about having open source to

network and over 12, 18 months,

innovation across the cloud and

play a key role in the ecosystem. …

they’ve caught up with some of

networking ecosystems.”

So, I think we’re all learning. I think

the network specific knowledge.

AT&T’s

it’s best to say we’re all learning

So, today they provide us network

ECOMP model is likely to help

how the new ecosystem evolved and

functions that actually are pretty

some operators that will look at

how we settle into business models

good. We can run our network on

the outline and want to follow the

that we’re comfortable with.”

their network functions and tradi-

feedback from major global telecom companies.”

“Thekkedath

noted

carrier’s lead.

Among the vendor community,

tional vendors have seen this and

“AT&T has a complete view of

Prabhu highlighted a distinct dif-

how they want to overhaul their

ference between legacy vendors

Vendors are well aware of this

systems,” Thekkedath said.

and new companies that have come

challenge, but also know that

into the space from the data center

when it comes to service assur-

and web-centric worlds, with many

ance issues, telecom carriers are

using AT&T’s Domain 2.0 program

in need of their help.

Vendors to the rescue?
Telecom operators are not alone
in trying to find balance in the

as the gateway.

they’ve also stepped up.”

“Virtualization opens up a whole
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new can of worms, especially for

visibility to traffic through the

tap into a vastly greater amount

mobile,” said Scott Sumner, VP of

service layer was available by

of data coming across the network,

strategic marketing for Accedian.

placing taps into physical wires,”

especially as telecom operators

“The basic problem is that there is

said Vikram Saksena, office of

look to compete against web-based

a much larger multiplicity of end

the CTO and Cable Markets at

OTT players.

points that need to be monitored.

NetScout. “We would put probes

“There is also now a greater em-

Whether it’s device aggregation

and tap physical connections to get

phasis on real-time analysis of

points or small cells, everything is

traffic data and then run through

service flow,” Saksena explained.

multiplying in terms of density.”

our system to get information to

“Operators want to be more agile

That multiplication is leading

carriers. With virtualization, there

and elastic. They want to be able

to a significant increase in the

are still physical wires, but there

to react more quickly to changes in

amount of data flowing across net-

is traffic that stays inside the core

the network. But, this requires the

works, which in turn is leading to

running on a VNF or service chain

need to access more information.

the need for more robust service

that does not show up in a physical

In the old world, the changes were

assurance platforms to track that

wire. To gain visibility you need to

not that dynamic. It’s extremely

flow. This need is easily outpacing

extend your technology.”

critical to have as real-time access

the capabilities of legacy service
assurance platforms.
“In

the

physical

world,

the

Saksena also noted the need to

as possible.”

have processes in place to actually

Some help for carriers could come

do something with this ability to

by way of work being conducted
by the vendor community into
network slicing initiatives, which
could help carriers get a better
handle on service level agreements
tied to serviced deployed over virtualized platforms. Ihab Mahna,
solutions architect at EXFO, noted
recent work in network slicing
could come into play as SLAs can

Source: 123RF

be more specifically sliced into dif-

Automation is expected to play a big role in supporting service assurance in a virtualized environment.

ferent service needs depending on
the required service assurance.
“SLAs are not for fun,” Mahna
said. “They are necessary and are
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NFV and its implications on network assurance

By Abhinav Anand, consulting partner

instrumentation for visibility on the whole new

in the OSS-BSS practice team of Global

virtual setup that gets created for delivering

same with industry standard interfaces.

Media & Telecom, WiPro

the virtual network functions, which is limited

•	Other sources would be system logs, pro-

with existing legacy tools.
Network functions virtualization has brought
the capability of the telco networks on commodity hardware and software. Never before

cess and services monitoring through URL
and port monitoring.

NFV and network assurance
As per the European Telecommunications

•	Native management APIs of the leading
cloud or virtual environment will provide

was the pace of change so fast and so

Standards Institute’s ISG Management and

further insights into the internal working of

disruptive. The question being asked today is

Network Operations framework, the virtual

these environments. Many of the commer-

whether the disruptions brought on by these

infrastructure manager that manages NFVI re-

cial and open-source tools have already

technologies will create a paradigm shift in

sources within a domain and the VNF Manager

announced availability of these monitoring

the way networks are being operated. Another

that performs orchestration and management

question is how NFV will actually result in sig-

function of various VNFs, will both support

nificant savings for service providers on capital

complete fault, configuration, accounting,

veloped that would be located in strategic

expense and operating expense. This column

performance and security capabilities. The

locations in the virtualized environment

focuses on the network fault management area

framework also has a NFV orchestrator that

and be able to capture the packets flowing

and how it is impacted for providing assurance

performs orchestration and management

across the network to provide insights into

for virtualized and hybrid networks.

of NFVI resources across multiple VIMs and

working of complex use cases involving

interacts with operating support and business

multitier services and applications.

Impact on operations and systems
Telecom networks today are operated and

packs in their respective solution.
•	New analyzers and agents are being de-

support systems or provisioning, activation,
capacity management and so on.

Fault management evolution and implica-

managed by network operations team, con-

In the initial phases, the strategy or toolsets

sisting of monitoring teams, field engineers

for monitoring of NFV will not be significantly

and level two and three experts, which are

different from what is currently available for

typically require a lot of manual intervention.

organized around types of network, services

the physical networks. The NFV infrastructure

The capacity issue or hardware related faults

and so on. Both IT and network operations

(compute, storage and network), VM and VNF

in the physical environment are the ones that

are handled in silos, with duplicate setups

related faults will be collected through follow-

require manual trouble-shooting, visits by field

and teams created for managing the same.

ing means:

engineers, etc.

We shall see that NFV will have both qualita-

•	Direct SNMP-based monitoring of the

tions for network availability
The faults that emanate in the physical world

However, in the virtual environment, due to

tive and quantitative impact on these teams.

underlying physical infrastructure (e.g. Esxi

in-built resiliency in the environment, these

These teams, smaller in size in the future, may

hosts).

manual activities can be completely done

need to get familiar with both IT and network
operations.
With NFV, the physical network will start
getting augmented with virtual networks. There
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respective VNFs, VNF managers will do the

•	VIMs may be an alternate source of

away with. Further, VIMs and VNF managers are

respective fault and performance alarms to

designed to have comprehensive configuration

OSS systems.

management capabilities of their respective

•	Both element managers and VNF manag-

domain, which can be leveraged to fix the

will be co-existence of these hybrid networks

ers will be the source of alarms. They have

Infrastructure issues dynamically in real time,

for some time with new virtual networks before

overlapping capabilities today, however

remotely and even without manual interven-

the physical networks see a trend of getting

one significant difference between the two

tion.

completely marginalized. In the context of net-

is that while element managers implement

work assurance, one would require additional

proprietary interfaces for managing their

One can foresee each of these VIMs and VNF
managers will be enhanced to have a separate

Source: Global Media & Telecom, WiPro
Figure 1: Future unified fault assurance system.

in-built resolution modules that would trigger

to underlying physical resources. Secondly,

managers or OSS assurance systems as de-

a corrective action based on alarms generated

network services get orchestrated through

scribed above will be able to solve significant

at the NFVI layer and VM/VNF layer. Over a pe-

complex service function chaining or VNF

number of the problems dynamically. This will

riod of time with advance analytics capabilities

forwarding graphs across both VNFs/PNFs. In

result in major effort reduction in the network

further augmented in these systems, these will

this scenario, a network service being provided

assurance operations.

be able to identify not only the issues proac-

through multiple service providers deployed in

Therefore, NFV as a technology is not only

tively but also will be able to trigger a series of

multiple data centers will add to the complex-

going to impact the capex for acquisition of

actions to avoid a larger system impact. This

ity, but due to above self-healing engine the

new networks and services, but is also going

system will also get further enhanced with an

noise will get drastically reduced enabling

to have a far reaching implication of reducing

auto-healing engine that would trigger certain

faster or auto resolution.

opex for the network organizations.

Conclusion

ing these changes at breakneck speed. It is

corrective actions through the NFV orchestrator
resulting in a truly “self-healing” network.
Doing fault correlation in a virtual environ-

The current industry collaboration is bringIt is a matter of time until inherent resilience

important for operators and service providers

ment will be a complex task as there exist

of virtual environment, automated workflows

to align their focus for achieving the benefits

many-to-many relations between VNFs to VMs

and corrective actions within the VIMs or VNF

of this technology.
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often tied to regulatory issues.”

application, except bolstered with

the migration as voice services can

the ability to embed the service

now be deployed as an application.

deeper into the network operations.

However, unlike data services,

Outside of specific market seg-

However, unlike legacy voice services

voice traffic is extremely sensi-

ments, service assurance is be-

that ran over circuit-switch networks

tive to disruptions as instead of

ing stretched in terms of dealing

and non-voice data services running

a customer dealing with some

with some carrier service offer-

as either part of a IP-based data

buffering when confronted with

ings. One service noted by many

network or an OTT application, any

a poor data session, they are im-

is voice, which with the push to-

imperfection in a VoLTE transmission

mediately aware when there are

wards voice-over-LTE solutions

results directly in a poor service

issues with an IP-based voice call.

remains a service assurance chal-

experience for customers.

Virtualized voice a harbinger

lenge for carriers.

“With VoLTE, voice traffic con-

Some operators in moving their

tends

for

network

resources

The ability to run voice traffic

voice traffic to data have gone with

against data traffic,” explained

over a data network has led many

the approach of using a virtualized

Monica Paolini, founder and presi-

carriers to take the next step in

platform to support the new service.

dent of Senza Fili Consulting, in a

running those VoLTE platforms

This in one way allows carriers to

recent report. “Sharing the same

as something like an over-the-top

drive even more efficiencies from

transmission channel with data
brings performance and quality
benefits, but at the cost of simplicity. Operators have to work
harder to manage and optimize
voice traffic, but in doing so they
can improve the [quality of experience] for both data and voice, because they can use the capacity in
their networks more efficiently.”
Verizon Wireless, for instance
began working on VoLTE services

Source: 123RF

more than five years ago as the

IP-based voice services like VoLTE and VoWi-Fi are expected to tax virtualized deployments.
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carrier viewed the eventual turn
down of its legacy CDMA-based
2G and 3G services in favor of its
LTE-based “4G” network. However,

IF YOU CAN’T
SEE IT, HOW
CAN YOU
CONTROL IT?
NFV is a big, disruptive step for any network. With a
universe of activity out there, you need a seamless view
across your virtual and physical networks.
Since 2009, we’ve been helping our customers minimize
the disruptions caused by virtualization.
Find out what’s really happening across your entire
network with NETSCOUT’s 360° visibility.

Take Control. SERVICEPROVIDER.NETSCOUT.COM/NFV
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the carrier noted difficulties in

“VoLTE is very difficult to handle

edge providers taking matters in

tuning the voice experience to

in a physical world, and really can’t

their own hands in an attempt to

match that of its legacy service,

be done with humans,” explained

drag the vendor community along.

before finally launching a com-

Sumner “Automation and virtu-

This pressure is causing many

mercial VoLTE service in 2014. The

alized instrumentation makes it

vendors to alter their business

time involved in fine-tuning the

much easier to see where there

models in order to compete in this

service opened the door for rivals

are issues in the billions of lines of

new world, though most acknowl-

to launch their own VoLTE plat-

code being acquired each day. …

edge it’s an alteration they must

forms, though some of those were

Loss and throughput used to not be

move on.

on a limited geographic scale.

connected, but now networks are

“I don’t think carriers have a

More telling has been the near lack

very sensitive to throughput for

choice in moving towards virtual-

of any promotional efforts thrown

retransmission. Even a less than 1%

ization,” Mahna added, noting the

behind VoLTE services from carri-

loss results in a dramatic customer

challenge at this point is around

ers, with informal surveys show-

experience issue. Taken separately,

30% in terms of technology and 70%

ing customers reporting degraded

there is not much of an issue, but to-

in terms of retraining operations.”

voice service quality when using

gether you have a train wreck.”

VoLTE in the real world.
“A lot of networks need to be

In terms of the ability for service
assurance platforms to handle the

Conclusion

needs of these new deployment

vetted and tested with VoLTE in

Despite the challenges brought on

models, the journey continues and

terms of integration and other

by the move towards a greater reli-

expectations are that advances

data services,” Sumner said. “It’s

ance on software, there is too much

will allow for this evolution of

hard to simulate this stuff. VoLTE

at stake for telecom operators to de-

service assurance to meet the

worked great in the lab for years,

viate from the path. Most operators

challenge. The market might not

but in commercial deployments it

admit that while they are able to

be ready for large-scale rollouts

has been a different story.”

deal with current traffic demands

today, but it appears to be only a

By moving VoLTE platforms into

on their network, the oncoming

matter of time.

a virtualized environment, carri-

deluge expected from IoT and 5G

“We are getting closer,” admitted

ers can further free up network

mean they need to act fast in order

Sumner. “In another two or three

resources as well as garner greater

to avoid network meltdowns.

yeas there will be a greater level of

control over the quality of the

Unlike previous technology revo-

stability in the market in terms of

voice service though the use of au-

lutions, the virtualization move-

performance and interoperability,

tomation designed to monitor qual-

ment is being driven by those carri-

and for carriers that means there

ity levels in real- or near-real time.

ers, with in many cases the leading

will be more choices available.”
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Featured Companies

Hewlitt-Packard Enterprise
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) helps the world’s CSPs transform the way they do business
and grow in a fast-changing market. With more than 30 years of global IT leadership, a CSPspecific portfolio coupled with leadership in CSP services including consulting, outsourcing
and managed service, HPE is helping speed the CSP journey to the New Business of the
Network. Learn more at hpe.com/csp/solutions..

EXFO
EXFO is a leading provider of next-generation test, service assurance and end-to-end
quality of experience solutions for mobile and fixed network operators and equipment
manufacturers in the global telecommunications industry. Contact us at isales@exfo.com.

NetScout
NETSCOUT is the market leader in real-time network performance and monitoring solutions.
Service assurance has never been more important than in dynamic, virtual environments.
NETSCOUT’s 360° visibility provides a seamless view across your virtual and physical
networks. Since 2009, we’ve been helping our customers minimize the disruptions caused by
virtualization. Learn more at serviceprovider.netscout.com/nfv.

Accedian
Accedian delivers exceptional end-to-end network performance visibility, for control over
the best possible user experience, making performance a key competitive differentiator. For
more info visit Accedian.com or follow us on Twitter @Accedian.
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UPCOMING 2016
EDITORIAL PROGRAMS INCLUDE:

SEPTEMBER 2016

HetNet Series:
Densification Strategies: Indoor or Outdoor?

Need guaranteed leads?
Thought leadership?
Incremental content
marketing opportunities?
Sponsor an RCR Wireless News' multi-platform, editorial program and receive
the following benefits:
Editorial Webinar – sponsorship includes 250 guaranteed leads, participation as sponsored guest and recognition as sponsor in all promotional materials. Sponsors will receive webinar registration and attendee list, responses to
pre and post surveys and polling responses gathered during webinar.
Editorial Feature Report – in addition to recognition as sponsor in
program promotion, sponsorship includes 250 guaranteed leads, distinct from
webinar leads, 2-page ad spread or advertorial in feature report, and responses to lead capture survey questions.
For information contact
sales@rcrwireless.com

25% discount

When you sponsor 2 or more programs

HetNet Series:
Breaking Down the 5G Future

OCTOBER 2016

IoT Innovation Series:
Testing the Internet of Things: Making IoT Functional
and Secure
HetNet Series:
Building Tomorrow’s Networks: Best Practices for
Deploying Hetnets

NOVEMBER 2016

Telecom Software Series:
Securing Mobility in the Age of Analytics
Analyst Angle Series:
Mobile Backhaul and Fronthaul

DECEMBER 2016

Connected Car Series:
Connectivity and Services—Is the Industry Ready?
Fast facts about RCR Wireless News digital network (October 2015)
372,863 monthly page views
262,599 unique monthly visitors to websites
76,000+ opt in newsletter subscribers
269,957 monthly video minutes viewed on RCR Wireless News Youtube channel
68,522 monthly videos viewed on RCR Wireless News Youtube channel
Industry leading demand generation programs and results

Each program is limited to three (3) sponsors

http://www.rcrwireless.com/category/free-reports

